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Abstract: Let { i }i=1 be a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables with probability
p that X~ = 1 and probability q = 1 - - p that Xi = 0 for all i _> 1. We consider time-invariant
finite-memory (i.e., finite-state) estimation procedures for the parameter p which take X 1 , . . . as
an input sequence. In particular, we describe an n-state deterministic estimation procedure that
can estimate p with mean-square error u t ,~ } and an n-state probabilistic estimation procedure
that can e~timate p with mean-square error 0(~). We prove that the 0 ( ~ ) bound is optimal
to within a constant factor. In addition, we show that linear estimation procedures are just as
powerful (up to the measure of mean-square error) as arbitrary estimation procedures. The proofs
are based on the Markov Chain Tree Theorem.

1. Introduction
co
Let { X i }¢=1
be a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables with probability p that
X i = 1 and probability q = 1 - - p that Xi -~- 0 for all i _~ 1. Estimating the value of p is a
classical problem in statistics. In general, an estimation procedure for p consists of a sequence of
estimates {e~ }~=1 where each e~ is a function of {Xi }ti=1. When the form of the estimation
procedure is unrestricted, it is well-known that p is best estimated by

1

t

As an example, consider the problem of estimating the probability p that a coin of unknown
bias will come up '~aeads". The optimal estimation procedure will, on the tth trial, flip the coin
to determine X~ (X~ ---~1 for "heads" and X~ -~ 0 for "tails") and then estimate the proportion
of heads observed in the first t trials.
The quality of an estimation procedure may be measured by its mean-square error a2(p). The

mean-square error of an estimation procedure is defined as
2(p) =

lira

4(p)

where

= ECCe, - - p)')
denotes the expected square error of the tth estimate. For example, it is well-known that a~(p)
1~ ~ i =t l Xi.
Pq and a2(p) = 0 when et
T
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In this paper, we consider time-invariant estimation procedures which are restricted to use a
finite amount of memory. A time-invariantfinite-memory estimation procedure consists of a finite
number of states S = { i , . . . , n}, a start state So E { 1 , . . . , n}, and a transition function T which
computes the state St at step t from the state S t - 1 at step t - t and the input X t according to

s~ = r ( S ~ - l , x ~ ) .
In addition, each state i is associated with an estimate rh of p. The estimate after the tth
transition is then given by et --~ r/s~. For simplicity, we will call a finite-state estimation procedure
an "FSE".
As an example, consider the FSE shown in Figure 1. This FSE has n ~ (~+1~÷2) states and
simulates two counters: one for the number of inputs seen, and one for the number of inputs seen
that are ones. Because of the finite-state restriction, the counters can count up to s = O(Vrn-) but
not beyond. Hence, all inputs after the sth input are ignored. On the tth step, the FSE estimates
the proportion of ones seen in the first min(s, t) inputs. This is
1

et = min(s,t)

min(~,t)

E

Z,.

Hence the mean-square error of the FSE is a2(p) = --~ ---- 0(~-~).

•

Figure 1: An (~+l)(~+2)-statc2

p

deterministic FSE with mean-square error a2(p) = ~ . States are
represented by circles. Arrows labeled with q denote transitions on input zero. Arrows labeled with
p denote transitions on input one. Estimates are given as fractions and represent the proportion of
inputs seen that are ones.
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In [23], Samaniego considered probabilistic FSEs and constructed the probabilistic FSE shown
in Figure 2. Probabilistic FSEs are similar to nonprobabilistie (or deterministic) FSEs except that
a probabilistic FSE allows probabilistic transitions between states. In particular, the transition
function r of a probabilistic FSE consists of probabilities rijk that the FSE will make a transition
from state i to state j on input k. For example, ra~0 ~-~ ~
in Figure 2. So that r is well-defined,
n
we require that ~ j = l riik = 1 for all i and k.

~-, P

~---T F

~,--"; P

Figure 2: A probabilistic n-state FSE with mean-square error a2(p) = ,,-1.Pq States are represented

by circles in increasing order from left to right (e.g., state i is denoted by the leftmost circle and
state n is denoted by the rightmost circle). State i estimates ,~--1i-1 for 1 < i < n. The estimates
are shown as fractions within the circles. Arrows labeled with fractions of q denote probabilistic
transitions on input zero. Arrows labeled with fractions of p denote probabilistic transitions on
input one. For example, the probability of changing from state 2 to state 3 on input 1 is nn ---2l "

In this paper, we show that the mean-square error of the FSE shown in Figure 2 is aZ(p) ---Pq --- - O(~), and that this is the best possible (up to a constant factor) for an n~state FSE. In
particular, we will show that for any n-state FSE (probabilistic or deterministic), there is some
value of p for which a2(p) = ~(~). Previously, the best lower bound known for aS(p) was fl(--~).
The weaker bound is due to the "quantization problem", which provides a fundemental limitation
on the achievable performance of any FSE. Since the set of estimates of an n-state FSE has size n,
there is always a value of p (in fact, there are many such values) for which the difference between
p and the closest estimate is at least ~--~.
1 This means that the mean-square error for some p must
be at least ~(1_~). Our result (which is based on the Markov Chain Tree Theorem [14]) proves
that this bound is not achievable, thus showing that the quanti~ation problem is not the most
serious consequence of the finite-memory restriction.
~--1

It is encouraging that the nearly optimal FSE in Figure 2 has such a simple structure. This is
not a coincidence. In fact, we will show that for every probabilistic FSE with mean-square error
aS(p), there is a linear probabilistic FSE with the same number of states and with a mean-square
error that is bounded above by a2(p) for all p. (An FSE is said to be linear if the states of the
FSE can be linearly ordered so that transitions are made only between consecutive states in the
ordering. Linear FSEs are the eaaiest FSEs to implement in practice since the state information
can be stored in a counter and the transitions can be effected by a single increment or decrement
of the counter.)
We also study deterministic FSEs in the paper. Although we do not know how to achieve
the O(~) lower bound for deterministic FSEs, we can come close. In fact, we will construct an
n-state deterministic FSE that has mean-square error O(!°~'~). The construction uses the input
to deterministically simulate the probabilistic transitions of the FSE shown in Figure 2.
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The remainder of the paper is divided into five sections. In Section 2, we present some
background material on Markov chains (including the Markov Chain Tree Theorem) and prove
that the FSE shown in Figure 2 has mean-square error O(~). In Section 3, we construct an n-state
deterministic FSE with mean-square error O(!0~). The f~(~) lower bound for n-state FSEs is
proved in Section 4. In Section 5, we demonstrate the universality of lfnear FSEs. We conclude
in Section 6 with references and open questions.
2. Theory of Markov Chains
An n-state FSE act like an n-state first-order stationary Markov chain. In particular, the
transition matrix P defining the chain has entries
pq = rij~p -Jr-rijoq

where Tijk is the probability of changing from state i to state j on input k in the FSE. For
example, P33 = n ~ l P -t- ~--~q for the FSE in Figure 2.
From the definition, we know that the mean-square error of an FSE depends on the limiting
probability that the FSE is in state j given that it started in state i. (This probability is based
on p and the transition probabilities rijk.) The long-run transition matrix for the corresponding
Markov chain is given by

P=

~(I+

t-.~lim

P -t- P~ q-"" -}- pt--1).

This limit exists because P is stochastic (see Theorem 2 of [4]). The ijth entry of P is simply the
long-run average probability ~ j that the chain will be in state j given that it started in state i.
In the case that the Markov chain defined by P is ergodic, every row of ff is equal to the same
probability vector 7r = (Th..- rn) which is the stationary probability vector for the chain. In the
general case, the rows of P may vary and we will use rr to denote the S0-th row of P . Since So
is the start state of the FSE, 7r~ is the long-ran average probability that the FSE will be in state
i. Using the new notation, the mean-square error of an FSE can be expressed as
,,2(p)

=

,r,(,7, -- p)2 .
i-.~- I

Several methods are known for calculating long-run transition probabilities. For our purposes,
the method developed by Leighton and Rivest in [14] is the most useful. This method is based
on sums of weighted arborescences in the underlying graph of the chain. We review the method
in what follows.
Let V = { 1,..., n } be the nodes of a directed graph G, with edge set E ~---{ (i, j) t Pq ~A 0 }.
This is the usual directed graph associated with a Markov chain. (Note that G may contain
self-loops.) Define the weight of edge (i,j) to be pij. An edge set A C E is an arborescence if A
contains at most one edge out of every node, has no cycles, and has maximum possible cardinality.
The weight of an arboreseence is the product of the weights of the edges it contains. A node which
has outdegree zero in A is called a root of the arborescence.
Clearly every arborescence contains the same number of edges. In fact, if G contains exactly
k minimal closed subsets of nodes, then every arborescence has IV I - - k edges and contains one
root in each minimal closed subset. (A subset of nodes is said to be closed if no edges are directed
out of the subset.) In particular, if G is strongly connected (i.e., the Markov chain is irreducible),
then every arborescenee is a set of IVI - - 1 edges that form a directed spanning tree with all edges
flowing towards a single node (the root of the tree).
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Let A(V) denote the set of arborescences of G, Ay(V) denote the set of arborescences having
root j, and Aij(V) denote the set of arborescenees having root j and a directed path from i to
j. (In the special case i = j, .we define Ajj(V) to be ~tj(V).) In addition, let II~(v)ll, l[~j(v)l 1
and I[£o.(V)II denote the sums of the weights of the arborescences in ~(V), ~y(V) and Aq(V),
respectively.
Leighton and Rivest proved the following in [14].
The Markov Chain Tree Theorem [14]: Let the stochastic n X n matrix P define a finite Markov
chain with tong-run transition matrix P. Then

P" =

II~,j(V)ll
11-4(V)II "

Corollary: If the underlying graph is strongly connected, then

ll~j(V)ll

~'J =

II.~W)II"

As an example, consider once again the probabilistic FSE displayed in Figure 2. Since the
underlying graph is strongly connected, the corollary means that

IW,(V)ll
~'

=

II.~(v)ll

"

In addition, each Ai(V) consists of a single tree with weight
n--1
n--2
n--(i--1)
i
i+l
n--1
n - - 1p" n'-Zl~l p ' ' "
n - - 1 P" n - - 1 q" ~Zi~l q ' ' " n-------iq
and thus
[n--l~

II~,(V)ll = L i -

(n--l)]

i--1 n--~

1 ) i ~ - - ~ ) ~--lp

q

"

Summing over i, we find that

II~(v)ll =
_

i~t

(n-

i-

1 (n-i) --~p

q

I)!

(n - i)~-~ (p + q)"-~
_

( n - 1)!
(~ - I ) ~ - ~

and thus that

Interestingly, this is the same as the probability that i - - 1 of the first n - - 1 inputs are ones and
thus the FSE in Figures 1 and 2 are equivalent (for s = n - 1) in the long run! The FSE in

Figure 2 has fewer states, however, and mean-squ~e error ~2(p) = . _ . = O(~).
The Markov Chain Tree Theorem will also be useful m Section 4 where we prove a lower
bound on the worst-case mean-squmre error of an n-s~ate FSE and in Section 5 where we establish
the universality of linear FSEs.

2~0

3. An Improved Deterministic FSE
In what follows, we show how to simulate the n-state probabilistic FSE shown in Figure 2
with an O(nlogn)-state deterministic FSE. The resulting m-state deterministic FSE will then
have mean-square error O(l°~m). This is substantially better than the mean-square error of the
FSE shown in Figure 1, and we conjecture that the bound is optimal for deterministic FSEs.
The key idea in the simulation is to use the randomness of the inputs to simulate a fixed
probabilistic choice at each state. For example, consider a state i which on input one changes to
state j with probability 1/2, and remains in state i with probability 1/2. (See Figure 3a.) Such
a situation arises for states i = ~
and 3' = _~L _}_ 1 for odd n in the FSE of Figure 2. These
transitions can be modelled by the deterministic transitions shown in Figure 3b.

d

±F
2

P

Figure 3: Simulation of (a) probabilistic transitions by (b) deterministic transitions.

The machine in Figure 3b starts in state i and first checks to see if the input is a one. If so,
state 2 is entered. At this point~ the machine examines the inputs in successive pairs. If "00"
or "11" pairs are encountered, the machine remains in state 2. If a "01" pair is encountered,
the machine returns to state i and if a ~'10" pair is encountered, the machine enters state j .
Provided that p ~ 0,1 (an assumption that will be made throughout the remainder of the paper),
a "01" or "10" pair will (with probability 1) eventually be seen and the machine will eventually
decide to stay in state i or move to state j. Note that regardless of the value of p (0 ~ p < 1),
the probability of encountering a "01" pair before a "10" pair is identical to the probability of
encountering a "10" pair before a "01" pair. Hence the deterministic process in Figure 3b is
equivalent to the probabilistic process in Figure 3a. (The trick of using a biased coin to simulate
an unbiased coin has also been used by yon Neumann in [18] and Hoeffding and Simons in [10].)
It is not difficult to generalize this technique to simulate transitions with other probabilities.
For example, Figure 4b shows how to simulate a transition which has probability s~p. As before,
the simulating machine first verifies that the input is a one. If so, state a2 is entered and remaining
inputs are divided into successive pairs. As before, "00" and "11" pairs are ignored. The final
state of the machine depends on the first three "01" or "10" pairs that are seen. If the first three
pairs are "10" "10" "10", "10" "10" "01", or "10" "01" "10" (in those orders), then the machine moves
to state j . Otherwise, the machine returns to state i. Simply speaking, the machine interprets
strings of "01"s and "lO"s as binary numbers formed by replacing "01" pairs by 0s and "10" pairs
by ls and decides if the resulting number is bigger than or equal to 101 = 5. Since "01" and
"10" pairs are encountered with equal probability in the input string for any p, the probability
t h a t the resulting number is 5 or bigger is precisely ~.
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Figure 4: Simulation o/(a) probabilistic transitions by (b) deterministic transitions.

In general, probabilistic transitions of the form shown in Figure 5 (where z is an integer) can
be simulated with 3i extra deterministic states. Hence, when n - - 1 is a power of two, the n-state
probabilistic FSE in Figure 2 can be simulated by a deterministic FSE with 6 ( n - - 1) l o g ( n - - 1) =
O(n log n) additional states. When n is not a power of two, the deterministic automata should
simulate the next largest probabilistic automata that has 2 ~ states for some a. This causes at
most a constant increase in the number of states needed for the simulation. Hence, for any m,
there is an m-state deterministic automata with mean-square error O(10gmm).

Figure 5: General probabilistic transition.
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4. Lower Bound

In this section, we show that for every n-state probabilistic (or deterministic) FSE, there is a
p such that the mean-square error of the FSE is 12(~). The proof is based on the Markov Chain
Tree Theorem and the analysis of Section 2.
From the analysis of Section 2, we know that the mean-square error of an n-state FSE is
=

-

pF-

j=l
_

E,.

dlASoj(V)ll(nj - p)2
IIAW)II

where IIASoj(V)II and tIA(v)II are weighted sums of arborescences in the underlying graph of the
FSE. In particular, each IIASoj(V)i [ is a polynomial of the form

fj(p,

q) = ~ aijpi--aq,~--i
i=1

and IIA(v)II is a polynomial of the form
g(P'q) = E

aipi--lqn--i

where ai = ~ j = l a o and %- > 0 for all 1 _< i,j <_ n. The nonnegativity of the %-'s follows
from the fact that every edge of the graph underlying the FSE has weight PO" = r~jlp q- rijoq
where to-1 and tO-0 are nonnegative. Since every arborescence in the graph has m < n - - 1 edges,
every term in the polynomial for IIAso,(V)ll has the form ap'q ~ where r + s = m. Multiplying
by ( p + q ) ~ - ~ - ' ~ = 1 then puts fj(p, q) in the desired form. The identity for g(p, q) follows from
the fact that IIA(v)II = E,.=~IIAsoj(V)II.
From the preceding analysis, we know that

~7"~n X'~n a

i--1 n--i/

aS(p ) _= z-~j=l L.,i=l ijP q trlj __ p)2
~in__l a~pi--lq '*-i
where ai = Y].j=: aij and aij >_ 0 for 1 < i t 3" _< n. In what follows, we will show that

fpl ~ ~ aijP'*+i--lq2'~--i(rli--p)~dp
t o j=l i=l

_>

alll fp

n
=0 i=1

for all aij > 0 and ~/j. Since the integrands are always nonnegative, we will have thus proved the
existence of a p (0 < p < 1) for which

a. .¢,n+i--l ,,,2n--i(,., .
j~l

i=1

By dividing both sides by

p'~q'~,

± ±a,jp'
j=l

i=l

this will prove the existence of a p for which

> Ol )

lq° '
~=1
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and thus for which a2(p) >_ a(~).
The proof relies heavily on the following well-known identites:
1

f0

(*)

(**)

i!j!
p'(1 - - p)Jdp = (i + j -4- i)!

~O1 p~(1 -

p ) ' ( p - ~)2@ _>

and

(i -{- 1)!(j q- 1)!
(i q- j + 3)!(i -t- j -4- 2)

for all 7.
The proof is now a straightforward computation.
~t
~0j~li~

Z.., "'~"
1

~
~-

t',3 -- P)2dP
k

~ aq /olpn+i-l(1-- p)2'~-i(p-- rlj)2dp

j=l i~l

~ aij(n -~- i)!(2n -- i -3t- 1)!
-->

(3n -~ 2)!(3n -t- 1)

3"=i i=1

i=I
=

---

-~ 2)!(3n + 1)

~ (n q- i)(2n - - i -{- 1) ai(n --~ i -- 1)!(2n - - i)!
i=1 (3n -4- 2)(3n "4" 1) 2
(3n)!

2n(n + 1)
~ a~(n+ i-- 1)!(2n -- i)!
On + 2)(3n + 1)'
(3n)!

---- 12(1)~a,.=
1

~-

(**)
by

p'~+i-l(1--p)2'~-'dp

by(*)

n

t2(1) [
~ aipn+i-lq2n-ldp.
n Jp=o~

It is worth remarking that the key fact in the preceding proof is that the long-run average
transition probabilities of an n-state FSE can be expressed as ratios of ( n - - 1)-degree polynomials
with nonnegative coefficients. This fact comes from the Markov Chain Tree Theorem. (Although
it is easily shown that the long-run probabilities can be expressed as ratios of (n -- 1)-degree
polynomials, and as infinite polynomials with nonnegative coefficients, the stronger result seems
to require the full use of the Markov Chain Tree Theorem.) The remainder of the proof essentially
shows that functions of this restricted form cannot accurately predict p. Thus the limitations
imposed by restricting the class of transition functions dominate the limitations imposed by
quantization of the estimates.
5. Universalityof Linear FSEs
In Section 4, we showed that the mean-square error of any n-state F S E can be expressed as

a2(p) = z..,j=~ z-,i=1 ,3P q ~tlj -- p)2
~in l aipi--lq n-i
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where ai = ~ j = i a q and a q _> 0 for 1 < i, j < n. In this section, we will use this fact to
construct an n-state linear F S E with mean-square error at most a2(p) for all p. We first prove
the following simple identity.
Lemma I: If a i , . . . , a n are nonnegative, then

n

1

n

for all p and r / l , . . . , r/n where a = ~ j = x a~ and ~ = ~ ~ j = l

afl?b

Proof: Since a ~ , . . . , a~ are nonnegative, a = 0 if and only if aj = 0 for 1 < j < n. Thus

fi a,(r/, - v)~ > a(~ -- p)2
if and only if

fi

~j(,Tj - ;)2 _> a~(, _ v)~

which is true since

a

fi

ai(r/; - p)~ - . ' ( n

- p ) ' = a f i a;, b.2 - - a2rl 2

j=l

j=l

l <_i,j < n

l<i<j<n

is nonnegative.

|

Let ~i~ --_ _l_,,~ j = l

aqr/j for i < i < n. From L e m m a 1, we can conclude t h a t

~2(v) >-

E,'=I a # - b ~ - ' ( v - r/~)2
~'~ a.,,"-l,,"-~

for 0 < p _< 1. This ratio of sums is similar to the mean-square error of a linear FSE which never
moves left on input one and never moves right on input zero. For example, the mean-square error
of the linear FSE in Figure 6 can be written in this form by setting
ai ~

Ul."Ui-l~i+l"'vn

forl<i<n.

Given a nonnegative set {ai}i=1, it is not always possible to find sets {ui}~ 1 and { i}i=2
such t h a t 0 < u~,vi <_ 1 and ai = u l . " u i - - i v ~ + l ' " v , ~ for all i. There are two possible
difficulties. The first problem is that a~ might be larger than one for some i. This would mean
that some uj or vj must be greater t h a n one, which is not allowed. The second problem involves
values of ai which are zero. For example, if a l 7A 0 and a,~ ~A 0, then each u~ and vi must be
nonzero. This would n o t be possible if ai ~ 0 for some i, 1 < i < n.
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Figure 6: U n i v e r s a l l i n e a r F S E .

Fortunately, both difficulties can be overcome. The first problem is solved by observing t h a t
the mean-square error corresponding to the set { c a i } ' ~ = 1 is the same as the mean-square error
corresponding to {a~}~n_l for all c > 0. By setting
ai+l

ui=

and

ai

ui=l

and

v~+i=l
al

v~+l=~

if

a~ > a i + x ,

if

ai+l >a~,

ai+l

and

c ---

~I " " " Un--I

an

it can be easily verified that the mean-square error of the FSE shown in Figure 6 is
~ ni = l c a iP i - - i q n--ff,~
~" - - r/~)2 =
En

Ca.hi__inn__
t,.
u

i=l

E ~n= l a i p ' - - i q n - - ' ( P - - Tll) 2

i

~"~n
A.~i=l

a,ni_lan__
tr
u

i

provided that al > 0 for 1 < i < n. This is because
Ca n
Ul" " " Ui--lUi-~l"

" " ?Yn ~

i)i+l"

" "~)n

U i. , • Un__ 1
.~

ca n

lu,)
.

.

.

.

.

ai

ka~+l]

k an ]

ca i .

If al . . . . .
a j - 1 = 0 and a k + l . . . . .
an = 0 but ai # 0 for j < i < k, then the
preceding scheme can be made to work by setting ul . . . . .
u j - 1 = 1, uk . . . . .
u,~-I = O,
v2 ~ - " "

= v j = O, v k + l =

" " --'-- v n = l ,

ai+~

ui=

~

ui=

1

and

ai

and

vi+l=l
ai

vi+l .....
a~+l

if

ai>ai+t

for

j<i<

k--l,

if

a~+i _>ai

for

j <i<

k--l,

u j . . • Uk--i

and

C~
ak
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To overcome the second problem then, it is sufficient to show that if aj # 0 and ak # 0 for
some FSE, then ai # 0 for every i in the range j < i < k. From the analysis in Sections 2 and
4, we know that ai # 0 if and only if there is an arborescence in the graph underlying the FSE
which has i - 1 edges weighted with a fraction of p and n - - i edges weighted with a fraction
of q. In Lemma 2, we will show how, given any pair of arborescences A and A', to construct a
sequence of arborescences A i , ...,A,~ such that A1 ~ A, A,~ ~-- A', and A~ and A~+l differ by
at most one edge for 1 < i < m. Since every edge of the graph underlying an F S E is weighted
with a fraction of p or q or both, this result will imply that a graph containing an arborescence
with j - - 1 edges weighted with a fraction of p and n - - j edges weighted with a fraction of q,
and an arborescence with k - - 1 edges weighted with a fraction of p and n - - k edges weighted
with a fraction of q, must also contain an arborescence with i - 1 edges weighted with a fraction
of p and n - - i edges weighted with a fraction of q for every i in the range j < i <: k. This will
conclude the proof that for every n-state FSE with mean-square error a2(p), there is an n-state
linear FSE with mean-square error at most a2(p) for 0 ~_ p < 1.
Lemma 2: Given a graph with arborescences A and A t, there is a sequence of arborescences
A 1 , . . . , A m such that A1 = A, Am ~- X , and A i + l can be formed from A~ for 1 ~ i < rn by
replacing a single edge o f & with an edge of A t.
Proof: The sequence of edge replacements proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, a node
v in A~ is selected such that
1) v is neither a root of A~ nor a root of A',
2) the edge from v in A~ is different than the edge from v in X , and
3) the edges from all ancestors of v (if any) in A~ are edges in A t,
Then the edge from v in Ai is replaced by the edge from v in A ' to form A i + l .
The first phase continues until the supply of nodes that satisfy the three conditions is exhausted. At this point, every edge in Ai that is not on a path from a root of A t to a root of A/
is also in A t .
In the second phase, a root v of Ai that is not a root of A' is selected and the edge from v in
A t is inserted to form A~+I. In addition, the unique edge that enters v and that is descendent in
A~ from a root of A t is removed in A i + l . The ancestor of v in A~ that is a descendent of a root
in A t then becomes a root of.A~+i. Note t h a t the length of the path from the root of A t to the
root of _Zh+l is one less than the length of the path from the root of A' to v. Thus repetition of
this process will eventually produce an arborescence Am which has the same roots as A 1. At this
point, the procedure terminates. (For an example of this process, see Figure 7.)
Since every arborescence has exactly one root in each minimal closed subset of nodes, the
preceding algorithm constructs a sequence of graphs A 1 , . . . , A m such that A i = A, Am = A t,
and Ai and A~+I differ in at most one edge for 1 < i < m. In order to complete the proof,
we must show that each A~ is an arborescence. The proof is by induction, and shows that if A~
has no cycles or nodes with outdegree greater than one, then A~+i has no cycles or nodes with
outdegree greater than one. Since As and A i + l have the same number of edges, we will have thus
shown that A i + i is an arborescence if Ai is an arborescence.
The outdegree constraint is straightforward to verify since, in the first phase, the outdegree
of the nodes is not changed, and in the second phase, outgoing edges are added only to roots. It
is also easy to verify that cycles are not introduced in the procedure. If a cycle were introduced
in the first phase, it would have to consist of edges that are also in A' (by the third constraint on
v), thus violating the acyclicity of A t. If a cycle were formed in the second phase, it could only
contain edges which are not on the path from a root of A t to a root of As (since the last edge in
this path was removed). Such edges are in A t, however, again violating the acyclicity of A t. |
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Figure 7: .Deforming A into A' by a sequence of edge replacements. Checkmarks denote nodes for

which the outgoing edge is in A'. Arborescences A2, A3 and ,44 are [ormed during the first phase.

6. Remarks

There is a large literature on problems related to estimation with finite memory. Most of the
work thus far has concentrated on the hypothesis testing problem [1, 3, 9, 25, 26, 27]. Generally
speaking, the hypothesis testing problem is more tractable than the estimation problem. For
example, several constructions are known for n-state automata which can test a hypothesis with
long-run error at most O(a ~) where a is a constant in the interval 0 < a < 1 that depends only on
the hypothesis. In addition, several researchers have studied the time-varying hypothesis testing
problem [2, 11, 12, 16, 21, 28]. Allowing transitions to be time-dependent greatly enhances the
power of an automata. For example, a 4-state time-varying automata can estimate a probability
with an arbitrarily small mean-square error.
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As was mentioned previously, Samaniego [23] studied the problem of estimating the mean of
a Bernoulli distribution using finite memory, and discovered the FSE shown in Figure 2. Hellman
studied the problem for Gaussian distributions in [8], and discovered an FSE which achieves the
lower bound implied by the quantization problem. (Recall that this is not possible for Bernoulli
distributions.) Hellman's construction uses the fact that events at the tails of the distribution
contain a large amount of information about the mean of the distribution.
The work on digital filters (e.g., [19, 20, 22]) and on approximate counting of large numbers
[6, 15] is also related to the problem of finite-memory estimation.
We conclude with some questions of interest and some topics for further research.
:lognx

1) Construct an n-state deterministic FSE with mean-square error ot---~) or show that no
such construction is possible.
2) Construct a truly optimal (in terms of worst-case mean-square error) n-state FSE for all
n.

3) Consider estimation problems where a prior distribution on p is known. For example, if
the prior distribution on p is known to be uniform, then the n-state FSE in Figure 2 has
expected (over p) mean-square error O(~). Prove that this is optimal (up to a constant
factor) for n-state FSEs.
4) Consider models of computation that allow more than constant storage. (Of course, the
storage should also be less than logarithmic in the number of trials to make the problem
interesting.)
5) Can the amount of storage used for some interesting models be related to the complexity
of representing p? For example, if p -~ a/b, then log a ~ log b bits might be used to
represent p. Suppose that the FSE may use an extra amount of storage proportional to
the amount it uses to represent its current prediction.
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